Wesleyan University
Graduate Liberal Studies

Fall 2020/Spring 2021 Curriculum

FALL 2020: Due to the pandemic, fall 2020 courses will be fully-online

ARTS
- The Connecticut State Parks: A Collaborative Photographic Project // Marion Belanger
- Graphic Arts Studio: Studies in Design and Visual Communication // Christopher Chenier

HUMANITIES
- Reading and Producing Literary Journalism // Jeanne Bonner
- American Humor // Stephanie Dunson

SCIENTIFIC
- Positive Psychology Science and Practice: How to be Happy (SOCS crosslist) // Jennifer D’Andrea
- Developmental Psychology (SOCS crosslist) // Anna Shusterman
- Discovering a Small World: Nanobots, Nanomedicine and Nanomaterials // Anisha Gupta

SOCIAL SCIENCES
- Understanding the 2020 Elections // John Stoehr

SPRING 2021:

ARTS
- Thelonius Monk and Charles Mingus: The Cutting Edge of Jazz // Noah Baerman
- Monotype Printmaking // Keiji Shinohara

HUMANITIES
- Life Writing: Writing from the Self and from Experience // Charles Barber
- Fascism and American Literature // Sean McCann
- Apocalyptic and Beyond: Imagining the End of the World from the 1800s to the Present // Magdalena Zapedowska

SCIENTIFIC
- Psychiatry: Science, Religion, Oppression, Control (SOCS crosslist) // Jennifer D’Andrea
- How Learning Happens: Approaches to Teaching (SOCS crosslist) // Noel Garrett

SOCIAL SCIENCES
- Inside Nazi Germany // Eric Grimmer-Solem

As of 6/17/2020 – subject to change without notice – for more information: wesleyan.edu/masters or email masters@wesleyan.edu